Study Foresees Big Giving by New Generation of Boston’s Rich
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Research conducted for the Boston Foundation anticipates as much as $1.6-trillion in philanthropy by the area’s most prosperous families in the next half century as a huge wave of generational wealth passes to heirs more likely to give it away during their lifetimes, writes The Boston Globe.

According to the study by Boston College’s Center on Wealth and Philanthropy, between $950-billion and $3.9-trillion will change hands over the next several decades, of which 42 percent will likely go to charity.

The foundation commissioned an update of similar research in 2006 to assess the long-term impact of the recession on giving. The study found that the downturn erased about $350-billion in assets that could have flowed to nonprofit groups.

You can find the report here: http://www.tbf.org/reports/201... - and see the release event on the Boston Foundation’s UStream.tv and YouTube channels.

To me this suggests that those advising high net worth individuals could recommend an end date to spend the corpus as opposed to the perpetual foundations of the past. New philanthropists will come behind them and the money is needed now for substantial impact. I would recommend a fifty year maximum to spend the money.